The number of organization that uses SNSs has been steadily increasing in the past 9 years. SNSs available and trending in this part of the world can be useful to promotion of events as BS12, BS14 and the Int. Biotechnol. Color J. publication.
Introduction
Social network sites (SNSs) are increasingly attracting the attention of academic and industry researchers intrigued by their affordances and reach [1] . International Foundation for Biotechnology Research & Early Stimulation in the Culture of Health, Nutrition, Sport, Art, Science, Technology and Society, is a Civil Association (IFFBRAESITCOHNSASTASA.C.) currently under the development as a Web Based Business Management 1.0 http://www.bio.edu.mx [2] . It is a nonprofit organization founded in 2009 at Huajuapan de León, Oaxaca, Mexico. Actually, the aims of the foundation are the official trimonthly publication "International Biotechnology Color Journal" (Int. Biotechnol. Color J.) since October 2011. It organizes the Biotechnology Summit every two years, in 2012 (BS12) which was the 1st General Meeting [3] , and actually it organizes the Biotechnology Summit (BS14) in next October from 8 to 10, 2014 at Universidad del Mar campus Huatulco, in Huatulco Oaxaca Mexico. SNSs are used to support promotion of the event and as invitation to publish the Int. Biotechnol. Color J. The journal is a nonprofit publication with genuine scientific and academic interest [4] . 
Objective
The objective of this document is showing the different kind of SNSs available in promotion of the aim of IFFBRAESITCOHNSASTAS A.C. as BS12 & BS14 organization &Int. Biotechnol. Color J. publication.
Methods
We performed a systematic review and use of the social networks available in this area of the World as Instagram, Google+, Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, BioWebSpin & Blogger to try to promote BS12, BS14 and IBCJ publication. A total of 7 SNSs was use to promote BS12, BS14 and Int. Biotechnol. Color J. publication.
Results
A total of 7 SNSswasusetopromote BS12, BS14 andInt. Biotechnol. Color J. publication. As: Instagram, Google+, Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, BioWebSpin, and Blogger. 
